[Biomechanical study of different suture methods in repairing tendon rupture].
To evaluate the biomechanical property of tendons repaired with the modified Kessler suture combined with " 8" suture, and to provide evidence for the clinical application of this suture methods in repairing acute Achilles tendon rupture. Forty frozen flexor digitorum longus tendons from fresh pork hind leg were randomly assigned into 4 groups, 10 specimens each group. In group A, the tendons were dissected transversely at the midpoint to forming the model of tendon with transversely cutting injury. The tendons in groups B, C, and D were dissected transversely at the midpoint, then a 2 cm segment of tendon from the incision in each side was dissected longitudinally with 1 mm internal to forming " frayed tendon" model. All the tendons were sutured with2-0 non-absorbable suture material with different suturing methods: in group A, the tendons with transversely cutting injury model with Krackow suture, and in the groups B, C, and D with Krackow suture, Kessler suture, and the modified Kessler suture combined with " 8" suture separately. All repaired tendons were fixed onto the biomechanical testing machine. The length, width, and thickness of each side and midpoint of the tendons were recorded, and the cross-sectional area was calculated. The tendons were stretched at a speed of 15 mm/minutes until failure (suture avulsion or rupture). The computer automatically recorded the maximum load, stress, strain, the failure displacement, and the stiffness. These biomechanical parameters of tendons in different groups were analyzed and compared. There was no significant difference in the length and cross-sectional area of each tendon among 4 groups ( F=0.245, P=0.863; F=0.094, P=0.963). Two tendons in group B, 1 in group C, and 1 in group D were excluded because of tendon slipping; all tendons in group A and 8 tendons in group B failured due to suture rupture, 9 tendons in group C due to suture slipping, and 9 tendons in group D due to 3 sutures slipping from tendon tissue together. The maximum load, the maximum stress, the maximum strain, the failure displacement, and the stiffness of the tendons between groups A and B showed no significant difference ( P>0.05). The maximum load, the maximum stress, and the stiffness of the tendons in group D were larger than those in both groups B and C ( P<0.05), but no significant difference was found in the maximum strain and the failure displacement between groups B, C, and D ( P>0.05). The maximum load, the maximum stress, the failure displacement, and the stiffness of the tendons in group B were larger than those in group C ( P<0.05), but the difference of maximum strain between groups B and C was not significant ( P>0.05). The modified Kessler suture combined with " 8" suture can provide better biomechanical property of the repaired tendon compared with other suture approaches.